Chap. 1 concepts
the prospects of economics
demand management v. supply enhancement
future forces
anthropocentric / ecocentric
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Econ’s Potential
1. How should limited water be allocated?
across
sectors
regions, basins
individual firms and people
within a given business or household
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Potential (continued)
2. There’s a lot of interest in water supply
development.
a. big ticket items: interbasin transfers, dams
b. less so: new wells, urban infrastructure
c. recently: canal lining with impervious
membranes, desalinization plants
Which should be undertaken? Scale? When?
Who should pay?
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Potential (continued)
3. Policies age – sometimes to the point of total
failure.
Policies ⊃ {rules, regs, property systems}
In other cases, old policies just want to be
retired.
And it would be nice if policies supported
good allocation and water development
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Potential (continued)
What newer policy options are available?
How can we assess and compare alternative
policies?
How should new policies be scaled (how
intensive or restrictive) and when should
policy changes occur?
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Potential (continued)

That’s a lot of important stuff, to which
economics applies well – perhaps much better
than other sciences.
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Supply Enhancement

1. build dams

v. Demand Management

1. require waterconserving equipment

2. drill wells
3. build interbasin
pipelines

2. establish drought
contingency plans
3. ration water

4. repair leaks
4. buy water rights
5. build RO plants
5. raise water rates
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Future Forces
Population-driven, rising water demand by all
sectors
Affluence-driven (income effect) rising water
demand by all sectors
environmental water demands too (in situ
uses)
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Future Forces
Physical supply:
Can be claimed to be
increasing only in the
sense that precipitation is
increasing (globally)
physical supply tends to
decline due to pollution
and gw depletion
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Future Forces
Climate Change’s influences:
more evaporation, transpiration
more precipitation
less snow accumulation, faster spring melt
↑ ↓ water demand (location dependent)
↑ flood control demand, ↑ storage demand
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Future Forces
Poor / costly dam sites
Depreciating infrastructure
costly to replace
sedimentation is depreciation too
↑ demand for safe, secure drinking water
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Future Forces
Rising energy prices
↑ hydropower demand
water is heavy; ↑ pumping
costs
water is sometimes deep
infrastructure is energy
intensive too
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Implying that ...
Prior tools (such as dams) and even prior
thinking (supply focused) are weakened
Water scarcity is not confined to arid regions
Water costs are outpacing inflation
A social challenge is rising in significance
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